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So, you want a new patio?

Maybe you imagine family and friends heading straight for the backyard when they come over, where you’re waiting for them, feet up, fire glowing. Rest. Comfort. Plenty of time.

All right outside your back door.

But where do you even start? Choosing the size, layout, shapes, and materials for your landscaping project can be tough. Especially when you have a lot of options. Your new outdoor space is meant to be a way for you to unwind—why should the process of getting one cause extra stress?

You’re looking for an obvious choice in patio pavers, retaining wall blocks, and garden steps. Rosetta is obviously different. Professionals know that because of its natural stone appearance, Rosetta fits into your home’s environment better than any other man-made product you can find. So start with the obvious choice and let your project fall into place.

DIG INTO OPTIONS AT ROSETTAHARDSCAPES.COM
## Where can you buy Rosetta?

Find your local dealer at RosettaHardscapes.com/MyLocalDealer

---
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**Cover:** Claremont Fireplace Kit and Claremont shown in Fond Du Lac and Grand Flagstone shown in Slate Gray

**Left:** Outcropping shown in Auburn Ridge
Wetcast forming processes result in pavers and retaining wall blocks that have more texture than traditional drycast concrete products. Rosetta’s unique manufacturing process also allows for irregular or larger scale products for results that leave a big impression. More texture and unique sizes means realistic natural stone character. More natural character means a better looking landscape.

The consistent dimensions of precast concrete keep installation costs lower. And thanks to the durability of wet cast products, you won’t have to replace or repair your walls or pavers year after year. Even if you live in a climate that freezes and thaws, season after season.

What makes Rosetta so different?

Right: Irregular Steps and Grand Flagstone shown in Fond Du Lac

Below: A typical dry cast paver compared to Rosetta’s wetcast Dimensional Flagstone shown in Auburn Ridge
KODAH
Shown in Fond Du Lac
OLD MISSION
Shown in
Fond Du Lac/
Auburn Ridge Blend
—Shown Sealed
Attractive texture, color, and shape
Simple lifting tool increases installation speed and safety
Interlocking heels make walls easy to engineer
Consistent dimensions make installation fast and easy
POSSIBILITIES

OUTCROPPING
Shown in Custom Color
If you haven’t already found a contractor to work with, here are a few tips to making sure you find the right one.

1. **Ask a local dealer**
   To find a local dealer, visit RosettaHardscapes.com/MyLocalDealer. Once you enter your zip code, you will be given the name and phone number of your Rosetta Hardscapes representative. We are happy to point you to the dealer that will best serve you and your project.
   Rosetta dealers work with great contractors every day and will happily recommend the perfect contractor for you.

2. **Ask your friends**
   You probably have a friend, aunt, or co-worker who has had their landscape revamped in the last year or so. Try asking them these questions.
   - Are they happy with the work they had done?
   - What did they appreciate about the service they received?
   - What would they have done differently?

3. **Visit a home show or parade home**
   When the season is right, there will probably be at least a couple of home and garden shows right in your neighborhood. Not only are they a good way to get ideas for your new patio or garden project, they’ll also give you a chance to have a conversation with contractors you could work with for your project.
PLANNING YOUR PATIO

The night isn’t going anywhere—why should you? Like a summer evening, these patios were made for lingering.

A good contractor will be able to give you great ideas about your patio or garden project. If you’re not sure what you’re looking for, ask them about Rosetta’s Pre-Planned Patio Design Guide.

The design guide features 6 beautiful, affordable patio options for you to choose from, and includes everything your contractor needs to get started.

For more information about the Pre-Planned Patio Design Guide, visit RosettaHardscapes.com/PatioDesigns

LEFT: Belvedere, Round Fire Pit Kit & Old Mission, shown in Auburn Ridge, Grand Flagstone & Dimensional Flagstone shown in Fond Du Lac, Coping shown in Sand.

Pick your new patio at RosettaHardscapes.com/PatioDesigns
A beautiful space without a wall is like a picture without a frame. Wonderful, but incomplete. And since a good frame always flatters its subject, choose a wall that stands out as much as your impressive style.

GARDEN WALL IDEAS

LEFT: Kodah and Dimensional Step shown in Fond Du Lac

BELOW: Dimensional Wall shown in Fond Du Lac, Dimensional Coping shown in Sand

Find more ideas at RosettaHardscapes.com/GardenWalls
The pool-deck is your family’s warm weather home and Rosetta products are as perfect for pools as your kids are for water. If they can’t get enough aquatic fun, choose a landscape that’s a delight for all to play in.

POOL IDEAS

The pool-deck is your family’s warm weather home and Rosetta products are as perfect for pools as your kids are for water. If they can’t get enough aquatic fun, choose a landscape that’s a delight for all to play in.

Find more ideas at RosettaHardscapes.com/Pools
WALKWAY IDEAS

You’ve invited your friends with warmth in your heart. Show them the beauty that they’ll find in your home while they’re on their way to the front door.

LEFT: Grand Flagstone, Belvedere, Dimensional Steps shown in Fond Du Lac, Dimensional Coping shown in Sand

BELOW: Dimensional Flagstone shown in Fond Du Lac

Find more ideas at RosettaHardscapes.com/Walkways
Your driveway should never be the exception to your exquisite style. Mission pavers re-inspire the start of your morning drive.

LEFT: New Mission shown in Auburn Ridge—Shown Sealed

BELOW: Old Mission shown in Auburn Ridge/Fond Du Lac/Slate Gray/Bluestone Blend—Shown Sealed

Find more ideas at RosettaHardscapes.com/Driveways
Excellent landscape design is like a perfect recipe. When the flavors of each ingredient mix and merge, it delights everyone you share it with. When Rosetta Hardscapes products come together in perfect proportions for your outdoor kitchen, all you’ll need to get cooking is a grill.
Sometimes a wall is the best way to bring your backyard to life. And if a wall is the way to enjoy your living space, shouldn’t it be lovely? When we design a wall block at Rosetta, we pay special attention to the detail of every mold and cast. All of our walls capture the distinct essence of the natural stone that they’re modeled after. These walls will be the showcase of your whole project and yet seem so right in your home’s environment, you’ll get the feeling that it was meant to be there all along.

MORE THAN A PRETTY FACE
Color is integrated into every grain of every richly textured block, so that it looks natural and won’t wear out.

THEY’RE SMART TOO
Blocks are engineered with consistent dimensions so that your project is as perfect as you’ve pictured.

RETAINING, GARDEN & SEAT WALLS

Find more ideas at RosettaHardscapes.com/Walls
OUTCROPPING
Shown in Lakeshore Blend

OUTCROPPING COLLECTION
RosettaHardscapes.com/Outcropping
There is a giant difference between Outcropping and your average landscaping wall. The massive size of the Outcropping system makes it visually striking and easy to install, so that your stunning landscape can be finished without frustration.

• Pieces are an eye-catching 2 to 6 feet in length, and 6 to 24 inches in height
• 12 different pieces come together randomly to look like a real stone wall
• Installation guides offer your contractor hassle free installation for a trouble free project

Double-sided Freestanding Blocks Available
BELVEDERE COLLECTION
RosettaHardscapes.com/Belvedere

BELVEDERE, ROUND
FIRE PIT & OLD MISSION
Shown in Auburn Ridge

GRAND FLAGSTONE & 
DIMENSIONAL FLAGSTONE
Shown in Fond Du Lac

30" COLUMN CAP & 
DIMENSIONAL COPING
Shown in Sand
Inspired by the rolling hills of the English countryside, the Belvedere wall collection replicates quarried stone with more charm than any other man made product you have ever seen. The only hitch with Belvedere may be that while enjoying your garden landscape, you won’t be able to tell whether you’re in the suburbs or the Shire.

• 64 unique stone textures look just like well-crafted natural stone
• Great for seat walls, pillars, or structural retaining walls
• Consistent dimensions and pre-developed patterns ensure a headache free project
• Coordinating Belvedere Coping and 27” Column Caps available

BELVEDERE COLLECTION

COLOR OPTIONS

AUBURN RIDGE
FOND DU LAC
SLATE GRAY
WALNUT (Special Order)

BELVEDERE SHOWN IN FOND DU LAC

BELVEDERE SHOWN IN CUSTOM COLOR

BELVEDERE & DIMENSIONAL STEPS SHOWN IN SLATE GRAY

LENGTH: 6-18 inches
HEIGHT: 3-6 inches
We wouldn’t be surprised if your first look at a Kodah retaining wall makes you want to do a double take. Go ahead and check it out — the large dimensions and subtle character of these walls beg for attention.

- 4 large, multi-textured unit sizes and corner blocks imitate snapped limestone
- Modern character gracefully compliments plants and flowers
- Consistent block heights make installation a snap, for faster project completion

COLOR OPTIONS

- AUBURN RIDGE
- FOND DU LAC
- SLATE GRAY
- WALNUT (Special Order)
RosettaHardscapes.com/Claremont

CLAREMONT COLLECTION

CLAREMONT FIREPLACE KIT & CLAREMONT WALL
Shown in Fond Du Lac

GRAND FLAGSTONE, DIMENSIONAL STEPS & COLUMN CAP
Shown in Slate Gray
LINEAR FLAGSTONE SHOWN IN A CUSTOM COLOR; CLAREMONT WALL & CUSTOM CLAREMONT FIRE PIT SHOWN IN AUBURN RIDGE, DIMENSIONAL COPING SHOWN IN SAND

CLAREMONT WALL & DIMENSIONAL FLAGSTONE SHOWN IN FOND DU LAC, DIMENSIONAL COPING & 34" COLUMN CAP SHOWN IN SAND

COLOR OPTIONS

AUBURN RIDGE
FOND DU LAC
SLATE GRAY
WALNUT (Special Order)

A wall of wonderful distinction if there ever was one. This classic wall collection boasts an impressive snapped limestone texture and exquisite style.

- Modern linear proportions for elegant outdoor living
- Relaxing seat walls made possible by texture on both sides of each unit

CLAREMONT COLLECTION
DIMENSIONAL WALL
Shown in Fond Du Lac

DIMENSIONAL COPING
Shown in Sand

RosettaHardscapes.com/DimensionalWall
DIMENSIONAL WALL & OUTCROPPING SHOWN IN SLATE GRAY, DIMENSIONAL COPING SHOWN IN GRAY

You will never tire of seeing a Dimensional Wall outside your window. Traditional design, chiseled texture and organic tones draw together the elements of your landscape design with noticeable sophistication.

- Classic natural textures compliment a variety of landscape styles
- Freestanding seat walls made possible by texture on both sides of each unit
- 4” height creates clean, consistent lines

COLOR OPTIONS

AUBURN RIDGE
FOND DU LAC
SLATE GRAY
WALNUT (Special Order)
These are your living spaces. And whether you’re lounging, laughing, or hurrying from here to there, you have your own style. Rosetta Hardscapes offers a diverse variety of paver styles to suit any taste, from the rugged shapes of flagstone slabs to the modern dimensions of pre-cut stone. Whether you hope for a traditional garden or a contemporary patio, Rosetta has your drive or walkway covered. And since we know you’re going to walk all over it, we ensure that our products are durable enough that they won’t be worn out by the beauty of your everyday life.

**PATIOS, WALKWAYS, DRIVEWAYS**

These are your living spaces. And whether you’re lounging, laughing, or hurrying from here to there, you have your own style. Rosetta Hardscapes offers a diverse variety of paver styles to suit any taste, from the rugged shapes of flagstone slabs to the modern dimensions of pre-cut stone. Whether you hope for a traditional garden or a contemporary patio, Rosetta has your drive or walkway covered. And since we know you’re going to walk all over it, we ensure that our products are durable enough that they won’t be worn out by the beauty of your everyday life.

---

Find more ideas at RosettaHardscapes.com/Pavers
OLD MISSION
Shown in Fond Du Lac/Auburn Ridge Blend with Slate
Gray Border—Shown Sealed
RosettaHardscapes.com/MissionPavers
MISSION PAVERS

Wouldn’t you rather drive your car onto a cobblestone courtyard in old world Europe than a concrete slab? The Mission Paver collection will transform any drab backyard or driveway into an Italian veranda. For patio use, we recommend pairing these pavers with a bottle of your favorite Merlot.

OLD MISSION

- Is that time worn cobblestone or concrete? With Old Mission, it’s difficult to tell.
- Wide joints allow for use in eco-friendly, permeable applications.

NEW! NEW MISSION

- Textures and colors of New Mission exude elegance.
- Pavers can be placed together tightly, for a smooth, even surface with an extra touch of class.

COLOR OPTIONS

-auburn ridge
- fond du lac
- slate gray
- bluestone
- walnut (special order)
GRAND FLAGSTONE
RosettaHardscapes.com/GrandFlagstone

GRAND FLAGSTONE, BELVEDERE & ROUND FIRE PIT KIT
Shown in Fond Du Lac

DIMENSIONAL COPING & 27" COLUMN CAP
Shown in Sand
Nature rarely needs anything added to it except a way to enjoy it. Take in the scenery with Grand Flagstone under your patio chairs. And rest easy, because unlike natural stones, these pavers are as durable as they are timeless.

- 15 rough-hewn shapes and multi-toned colors perfectly replicate real flagstone
- Smooth edges help protect feet from tripping

**GRAND FLAGSTONE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color Options</th>
<th>Typical Pattern: Each layer is comprised of multiple individual pieces.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Auburn Ridge</td>
<td>38&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fond du Lac</td>
<td>42&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slate Gray</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walnut (Special Order)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**COLOR OPTIONS**

- Auburn Ridge
- Fond du Lac
- Slate Gray
- Walnut (Special Order)
DIMENSIONAL FLAGSTONE & DIMENSIONAL WALL
Shown in Slate Gray

DIMENSIONAL FLAGSTONE
RosettaHardscapes.com/DimensionalFlagstone
The attractive, multi-toned colors of Dimensional Flagstone will brilliantly highlight your home’s design. Use for your family’s patio or your front walkway.

- Tones and colors meld gracefully into surrounding outdoor environment
- Large unit sizes for tasteful design, without appearing busy
- Patterned installation aids in fast, frustration-free project completion

**DIMENSIONAL FLAGSTONE**

**PATIO**

**DIMENSIONAL FLAGSTONE SHOWN IN AUBURN RIDGE**

**DIMENSIONAL FLAGSTONE SHOWN IN BLUESTONE, KODAH SHOWN IN FOND DU LAC**

**COLOR OPTIONS**

- AUBURN RIDGE
- FOND DU LAC
- BLUESTONE
- SLATE GRAY (Special Order)
- WALNUT (Special Order)
LINEAR FLAGSTONE
Shown in Auburn Ridge

24X24 FLAGSTONE
Shown in Slate Gray

KODAH
Shown in Fond Du Lac

NEW MISSION
Shown in Bluestone

24X24 & LINEAR FLAGSTONE
RosettaHardscapes.com/24x24Flagstone
RosettaHardscapes.com/LinearFlagstone
Linear Flagstone adds the perfect touch of character to your patio or walkway.

- Natural stone texture and subtle color tones for an especially good looking finished project
- 2 inch thickness and consistent dimensions for fast installation

24 x 24 flagstone combines gentle surface texture with simple dimensions for an attractive contemporary ground cover.

- Various colors available to suit any style preference
- 2" thickness for durable patios or walkways
- Excellent for urban rooftop makeovers
- Tested and approved for rooftop pedestal applications

The simple subtle texture of Linear Flagstone adds the perfect touch of character to your patio or walkway.

- Natural stone texture and subtle color tones for an especially good looking finished project
- 2 inch thickness and consistent dimensions for fast installation
Chic, hip, stylish. All words that will be used to describe your modern Miros patio. This very large slab lies tastefully beneath colorful patio furniture or vibrant plants and flowers.

- At 3 1/2 x 3 1/2 feet, Miros is the largest hardscape slab you can find
- Square shape and crisp edges contrast with plants or flowers for a striking, modern vibe
- Moss or stone fits between spaced pavers for an especially attractive, low maintenance patio
- Ask your contractor about fast, mechanical installation

COLOR OPTIONS

SAND

GRAY
Superior Steppers are a delightful way to adorn your backyard. Lay a charming garden walkway with stones made of the highest quality materials.

- 8 different shapes for a rustic, authentic stone appearance
- Various color offerings complement your existing backyard environment.

Superior Steppers are +/- 27” x 21” wide, with a consistent 2” rise.

*Due to their design, dimensions vary slightly by paver.

COLOR OPTIONS

- AUBURN RIDGE
- FOND DU LAC
- SLATE GRAY
- WALNUT (Special Order)
Your escape is closer than you might think. We created Rosetta Hardscapes outdoor fire accessories with your busy family and friends in mind. Our fire pit kits are available for either wood or gas fires and our fireplaces invite style to your nights of cozy entertaining. With a fire housed by Rosetta, yours will be the house to visit. Because there’s something about a crackling flame that brings people together.

OUTDOOR FIREPLACES & FIRE PITS

GO AHEAD, HEAT THE OUTDOORS
These fixtures are the perfect centerpiece for outdoor entertaining

EVERYTHING YOU NEED
Our kits are all inclusive for the most cost-effective installation possible

Find more ideas at RosettaHardscapes.com/Fire
CLAREMONT
FIREPLACE KIT &
DIMENSIONAL WALL
Shown in Auburn Ridge

OLD MISSION
Shown in Auburn Ridge/Fond Du Lac Blend with Slate Gray Border

DIMENSIONAL COPING
Shown in Sand
FIREPLACE KITS

A bright feature for your warm outdoor living space, and the perfect centerpiece for nights of family time or entertaining.

• Natural stone texture for the best looking outdoor fireplace in the neighborhood
• Each fireplace is available in matching Rosetta color for cohesive outdoor design
• High-grade concrete and steel construction make for many years of enjoyment

NEW! BELVEDERE FIREPLACE KIT

Each piece is a solid precast unit, saving you time and labor cost.
ROUND FIRE PIT KIT, BELVEDERE, & OLD MISSION
Shown in Auburn Ridge

GRAND FLAGSTONE, & DIMENSIONAL FLAGSTONE
Shown in Fond Du Lac

30" COLUMN CAP & DIMENSIONAL COPING
Shown in Sand
Are you craving the chance to gather with family and get outside? A finely crafted fire should hit the spot.

- Natural stone texture compliments outdoor surroundings
- All components included on one pallet for simple, waste-free installation
- Gas conversion kit available

**ROUND FIRE PIT KIT**

**COLOR OPTIONS**

- **AUBURN RIDGE**
- **FOND DU LAC**
- **SLATE GRAY**
- **WALNUT (Special Order)**
Finally give your family a reason to put their feet up and their phones away with a Square Fire Pit from Rosetta.

- Square shape complements modern design
- All components included on one pallet for simple, waste-free installation
- Gas conversion kit available

**COLOR OPTIONS**

- Auburn Ridge
- Fond du Lac
- Slate Gray
- Walnut (Special Order)

**SQUARE FIRE PIT KIT**

- Square Fire Pit Kit shown in Fond du Lac, Linear Flagstone shown in Walnut & Fond du Lac
- Square Fire Pit Kit, Dimensional Flagstone & New Mission shown in Fond du Lac
- Dimensional Wall Blocks
- Overlap Blocks at Corners as Shown
- 28" x 28" x 12" Tall Steel Liner (Hangs Directly on Blocks)
Every element of your landscape should add to its charm. That’s why we didn’t take any shortcuts in creating the Rosetta step collection and coping accessories. Whether your plans include a finished pool deck or a cap for a column, we have the element that will suit your Rosetta design perfectly, so that every color, texture and detail of your project works together with the most style possible.

A STEP ABOVE
We consider every aspect of each accessory, from height to color, so that they work well and look great.

NOTICEABLY DETAILED
We infuse sophistication into every surface and detail.

STEPS & ACCESSORIES

See steps at your local dealer yard!
Find locations at RosettaHardscapes.com/MyLocalDealer
6-FOOT IRREGULAR STEPS
Shown in Fond Du Lac
NEW! 6-FOOT IRREGULAR STEPS

The addition of the lovely 6-Foot Irregular Step provides even more versatility for your natural landscape designs.

- Simple installation process for fast project completion
- Consistent 7-inch rise
- Packaged with 8 steps per pallet including a random assortment of sizes and textures

*All dimensions are nominal.

7-INCH IRREGULAR STEPS

Rosetta’s Irregular Step collection sweetens your home’s surroundings with subtle and natural color and texture.

- Simple installation process for fast project completion
- Consistent 7-inch rise
- Packaged with 8 steps per pallet including a random assortment of sizes and textures

IRREGULAR STEP & GRAND FLAGSTONE SHOWN IN FOND DU LAC COLOR OPTIONS

- Auburn Ridge
- Fond du Lac
- Slate Gray
- Superior Buff
- Walnut (Special Order)
Rosetta Dimensional Steps make sense for any design. Each chiseled edge mimics artisan cut, real stone.

- Available lengths include 3, 4 and 6 feet and widths of 18, 24 and 30 inches to suit a variety of design needs
- All steps are available in a variety of colors to coordinate with other Rosetta Hardscape elements
- The consistent 7-inch rise gives your landscape the perfect lift

Dimensions:
- 36” x 18” x 7”
- 375 lbs/ea
- 48” x 18” x 7”
- 500 lbs/ea
- 48” x 24” x 7”
- 675 lbs/ea
- 72” x 30” x 7”
- 1333 lbs/ea

Steps packaged by size:
- 36” x 18” x 7”
- 375 lbs/ea
- 48” x 18” x 7”
- 500 lbs/ea
- 48” x 24” x 7”
- 675 lbs/ea
- 72” x 30” x 7”
- 1333 lbs/ea
34" COLUMN CAP & DIMENSIONAL COPING
Shown in Sand

CLAREMONT
Shown in Fond Du Lac
BULLNOSE COPING

- 14” depth is perfect for step treads
- Corner units available to put the finishing touches on your project

DIMENSIONAL COPING

- Finished and unfinished ends included for simple project completion

BELVEDERE COPING

- Belvedere texture on five sides
- Five irregular shapes included to compliment the natural stone-like texture of your Belvedere wall

BULLNOSE & BELVEDERE COPING COLOR OPTIONS

- AUBURN RIDGE
- FOND DU LAC
- WALNUT
- BLUESTONE
- SLATE GRAY

DIMENSIONAL COPING COLOR OPTIONS

- SAND
- GRAY
Your landscape finale, our column caps are no afterthought. These caps are as beautifully crafted as the walls that they finish.

- Square Column Caps come in lengths of 24, 27, 30, and 34 inches
- Colors coordinate with the rest of the Rosetta product line for a cohesive design

24” COLUMN CAP
- Compatible with Dimensional Wall columns
- Available in Sand & Slate Gray

27” COLUMN CAP
- Irregular texture compatible with Belvedere columns
- Available in all Belvedere colors

30” COLUMN CAP
- Compatible with Belvedere columns
- Available in Sand & Slate Gray

34” COLUMN CAP
- Compatible with Claremont and Kodah columns
- Available in Sand & Slate Gray
When Jim, Ben, and Mark Manthei launched Rosetta Hardscapes in 2007, it was because they wanted to offer you something new. After years working in the construction industry they realized that homeowners and contractors lacked a landscape product option that was both easily installed and accurate in the way that it replicated natural stone. So they created just that.

The first product released by Rosetta Hardscapes was the Outcropping Collection. The groundbreaking retaining wall block system looked like large stacked limestone but stacked logically, so that installation could be twice as fast as its complicated natural stone counterpart. Outcropping is still the only precast, residential scale wall block of its size and type. Welcomed warmly in our home of Northern Michigan, the Outcropping collection and others are now manufactured by partners all over the world.

We understand that you try to maintain an attractive and inviting home, and that the materials used to embellish your landscape are an important part of that endeavor. We also know that discerning landscape contractors appreciate detail and quality. For you, we will continue to strive to make the best looking landscape materials possible. And for your contractors we will provide easily installed supplies and whatever tools we can, for any project of any scale. In short, we will continue to learn, improve and grow so that your contractor can love their work, and you better enjoy your home.

This budding company formed within a family business with over six decades of experience. Rosetta is still family owned and operated, and part of an active community of businesses managed by various members of the Manthei family. By listening, learning, and clearly communicating, we continue to grow, serve, and enjoy what we do.
COLOR: We at Rosetta Hardscapes, along with our media partners, do our best to produce print and digital materials that accurately reflect the true shades and tones of our product. However, we cannot guarantee perfect color matching for project photos, color swatches, or other picture representations. Dye is mixed into the raw materials for all Rosetta Hardscapes products to intentionally produce subtle shades and color variations throughout each block or paver. Therefore no product seen in a photograph will be precisely duplicated. We recommend installing Rosetta with materials picked from multiple pallets for optimum color blend.

Rosetta works with manufacturers around the world to provide each geographic market with products suited to its native landscape. Therefore, colors vary by region and the colors available in your area may not be represented in this catalog. You can find out who your local producer is on our website by clicking “Where to Buy” at RosettaHardscapes.com.

EFFLORESCENCE: Efflorescence is a naturally occurring, chalky, white residue commonly found on concrete surfaces. The presence of efflorescence in no way degrades the integrity of any product. It can usually be removed with efflorescence cleaners and often washes away over time. Rosetta Hardscapes does not cover the presence of efflorescence under warranty.

POLYMERIC HAZE: Improper installation of hardscape materials or use of certain landscaping sands may result in the presence of polymeric haze. This discoloration can potentially mute the vibrant colors of concrete products. Its incidence is not indicative of the quality of the product and it should not be considered a source of concern for the product’s durability. Because Rosetta Hardscapes cannot regulate selection or installation of aftermarket accessory materials, we do not warranty against the presence of polymeric haze. In general, polymeric haze can be cleaned and washes away over time.

HEAVY EQUIPMENT: The broad surface dimensions of Rosetta’s slab products are not engineered for vehicular traffic and compaction equipment. The exception to this exclusion is the more traditionally dimensioned Mission paver collection. Both Old and New Mission can be used as driveway pavers and/or finish-compacted. If a compactor is used to aid in installation of Old or New Mission, a urethane pad should be used with the compactor to protect the detailed surfaces of the pavers from damage.

WINTER CARE: All metal snow shovels and snow blower blades have the potential to damage concrete pavers. All snowplows, snow blowers and shovels used to clear Rosetta products of snow should use plastic blades or guards. De-icing salts will damage concrete and should not be used with Rosetta products. Rosetta does not cover damage done by snow removal, de-icing or improper loading under warranty.
CALL YOUR LOCAL ROSETTA DEALER TODAY!